
 
SAFETY FLASH 22-74 PORT EDITION: 
SAFE SAILING SPEED 

A safe sailing speed is obviously a matter of good seamanship,  
but not everyone is always aware of the effects and risks that speed entails. 

 

Disclaimer: The information in this document was drawn up with the highest possible accuracy. However, the Platform Zero Incidents and its participants cannot be held liable in any way for its content. 
Adopting measures, suggestions, warnings, etc. must therefore always be preceded by weighing up and risk assessment. Spreading this document among third parties is allowed provided that this is 

done in the original form. 

BAD PRACTICE 
 
x Haste is rarely good; commercial pressure should never 

lead to unnecessary risk-taking. 
x Only having an eye on the waterway in front of you and 

not paying attention to what is happening behind you. 
x If you are caught up at high speed, continue to sail with 

the result that the overtaking maneuver takes longer and 
we all sail even faster. 

ACTION QUESTIONS 
 

• Do you experience commercial pressure to sail harder 
and faster? How do you deal with this? 

• In which places is it extra important to look at what is 
happening in the area and on shore? 

• How do you react if someone else does not comply with 
the speed limit? 

GOOD PRACTICE 
 
ѵ Be aware of the effect of the speed on the stern wave that is caused. Also 

take into account the effect on other nautical traffic (recreational, less stable 
vessels, moored vessels). 

ѵ A wave can sometimes create a dangerous situation on shore. Take into 
account, for example, fishermen, cyclists and hikers. 

ѵ Also be aware of the stern wave created by other traffic, especially seagoing 
vessels; make sure your stability is in order and you take the wave as little 
from the side as possible. 

ѵ Look over your shoulder to see what's happening behind you. 
ѵ Also keep an appropriate speed in different situations, such as around 

objects, in busy traffic or near waiting berths. 
ѵ A high speed and low draft can also cause problems in side channels or 

harbor basins, because suction occurs. Keep this in mind. 
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